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WHO: Husband-and-wife 
Charles and Ray Eames

WHEN: Designed 
and constrcuted in 1949.

WHERE: Pacific Palisades, 
Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. 

PURPOSE: To serve as the 
married couple’s home and studio.

WHAT: A home that enacted an 
ongoing celebration, documenting 
the daily rituals of work, play, and 
hospitality with photography and film.

GENERAL



PLANS



ELEVATIONS



AXONOMETRIC



SITE & SUSTAINABILITY
                                     

Nestled into the hillside to 
serve as a re-orientor. All 
the elements of nature join 
with the structure because 
of the openess of the site.

The house is situated on a three-acre site on top of 
an 150-foot cliff that overlooks the Pacific Ocean. 

The appreciation of nature is an essential part of 
life in the house. The house in its constant proxim-
ity to the whole vast order of nature provides the 
needed relaxation from the daily complications.

The final house design was driven by the 
Eameses’ decision to preserve the meadow and 
a row of eucalyptus trees. The meadow moves 
between green and sere as rain falls or stops. 



PROGRAM                                     

Designed with three functional 
spaces: a living area, a work 
area and a space for guests. 

The original intent was to have a very flex-
ible space, especially for the living room 
and studio, knowing it would be filled 
with objects—particularly for the living 
room and the studio—was to be a very 
flexible space, designed with the antici-
pation that it would be filled with objects. 



PRINCIPLES OF COMPOSITION                                  

The Eameses looked at life as being an act of 
design. The residence is filled with the “stuff” 
of their living, that tell the story of their lives, 
interests and loves. Careful arrangements 
of objects and flowers, whose value is really 
based upon being part of the collections and the 
stuff that transmutes a structure into a home.

This may be a modern structure, but it 
is filled with, as one writer intimated, a 
wonderful Victorian clutter. While these 
objects have nominal value as individual 
pieces, they have a huge value as part 
of the carefully-placed collection.  They 
help visitors to better understand the 
Eameses’ work via that direct experience 
that the Eameses felt was so important.



SPATIAL QUALITIES

There are no major divisions other than the separation of the two 
boxes, one being for the residence itself and the other is a studio, 
which still merge into one another with the courtyard. The house 
is an unrolling scroll of a Mondrian painting that exemplifies the 
use prefabricated materials to create beautiful endless space.

The Eames House is a beautiful continuation of space. The rooms are 
liberating, flowing into one another even between floors through the 
double-height spaces. Private and public spaces are not strictly divided. 



MATERIALS & STRUCTURE                                  

Along with the retaining concrete wall, 
a simple steel frame was used for the 
structure of the house. The steel frame 
used 4-inch H-columns for the walls 
and 12-inch deep web joists for the 
roof. The steel frame was filled in with 
different solid and transparent colored 
panels arranged to create a shifting 
light in the interior throughout the day.

The Eames House consists of 
two glass and steel rectangular 
boxes. The structures are aligned 
along a central axis with a court 
on the ocean side of the House, a 
court between the two structures, 
and a parking / utility spot on the 
Studio far side. At 17 feet tall, 
each has a mezzanine balcony 
overlooking a large central room.
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